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In his discussion of Kimberly Blaeser’s 1996 book, Gerald Vizenor: 
Writing in the Oral Tradition (part of the long bibliographic essay 
that opens the collection titled Reasoning Together), Craig Wom-
ack raises significant questions regarding the meaning and value 
of Vizenor’s own writing. While insisting that Vizenor is “a writer I 
greatly admire,” Womack’s survey of his work is, in fact, more full of 
“worry” than praise. Womack questions Vizenor’s use of poststruc-
turalist theory and registers anxiety about the implications of that 
theory for indigenous cultural and political self-definition (“Sin-
gle Decade” 65). He suggests that the seeming open-endedness of 
meaning in Vizenor’s texts makes it more “theoretically difficult . . . 
to mount an argument for prioritizing Indian readings of Indian 
literature” (67). He questions whether Vizenor’s signature “trickster” 
discourse is, in fact, indigenous.1 He wonders whether Vizenor’s 
penchant for neologism is merely “annoying” (69). Finally, and most 
significantly in light of his own view (forcefully expressed in Red on 
Red) that “Native literature, and Native literary criticism by Native 
authors, is part of sovereignty,” Womack doubts the “relevance of an 
inaccessible prose style toward intervening in the real world, where 
every year Native people face issues of land loss, threats to jurisdic-
tion, new calls from redneck politicians for the federal government 
to end the trust relationship with tribes, and so on” (72).2 At the 
end of all this, of course, one might wonder what is left in Vizenor’s 
work to admire, especially at a moment in Native American stud-
ies where pragmatic political concerns are increasingly driving the 
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scholarly agenda. Indeed, if Womack’s assessment is accurate, there 
would seem to be little place for Vizenor in an increasingly praxis-
oriented field.

Many scholars have mounted compelling defenses of Vizenor’s 
writing against skeptical criticism, of course, but those defenses 
have often been primarily literary in focus, exploring Vizenor’s aes-
thetic achievements rather than responding to the kind of political 
challenge Womack delivers.3 In this essay I begin with the presump-
tion that debates about whether political concerns should trump 
aesthetic ones in critical assessments of Vizenor are, in fact, mis-
guided; his aesthetic is, in my view, deeply political. Vizenor’s recent 
foray into the “real world” (his work as the principal drafter of the 
proposed new constitution of the White Earth Anishinaabeg) pro-
vides us with an ideal opportunity to explore that claim. Through 
an examination of both some of Vizenor’s nonfiction criticism and 
his constitutional writing, I hope to demonstrate that a functional 
approach to understanding his work, one that emphasizes the effects 
of his language on readers (what that language does, in a performa-
tive sense), reveals the presence of praxis, a convergence of theory 
and practical action.4

But what is the nature of this praxis? In both his relentless dia-
lectical critical essays and self-styled “trickster fiction,” Vizenor has 
consistently challenged attempts to define and constrain “Indian” 
people within the frameworks of Western legal and scientific dis-
courses.5 His approach to doing so is almost unique among contem-
porary Native writers. Vizenor invites his audience into a reading 
process that emphasizes the mobility of concepts and the perfor-
mative nature of words themselves. Consequently, his prose seeks 
to interpellate a kind of ideal reader who will be self-consciously 
resistant, in other ways, to the colonizing effects of “the enemy’s lan-
guage.” Vizenorian praxis, then, emerges in the synergy of aesthetics 
and politics, a synergy that appears most clearly when we focus our 
attention on the issue of interpretation in his work.

Interpretation is simultaneously the subject and object of much 
of Vizenor’s writing, and in the pages that follow, I suggest that 
“trickster hermeneutics” (Vizenor’s term for the reading practice 
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into which his texts seek to interpellate their ideal reader) has pro-
found implications in the realm of constitutional law, where debates 
over the meanings of words and the canons of textual interpreta-
tion are central preoccupations. Vizenor’s recent foray into constitu-
tion writing (the production of a text whose manifest purpose is to 
be interpreted, with very real consequences) usefully refocuses our 
attention on the political implications of his other belletristic work, 
implications I would argue have always been there, even if some-
times they have been hard to discern.6 Appreciating the hermeneu-
tic continuity between Vizenor’s postmodern experiments in liter-
ary prose and his legal writing, then, allows us to more fairly assess 
his contributions to present-day struggles for sovereignty in White 
Earth and, by implication, throughout Indian Country. If, as I con-
cede, there are significant limitations to Vizenor’s approach, those 
limitations are not the result of what Womack characterizes as “a 
grab-bag relationship with theory” that involves “latching onto ideas 
without much consideration for their broader implications” (“Sin-
gle Decade” 72).7 They involve a problem that even the contempo-
rary literary nationalist or separatist critics (in the United States, 
at least) cannot evade: in a society where plenary power still rules 
over tribal people, it is difficult for any texts to force the ruling legal 
order to change or to guarantee the success of decolonization strate-
gies employed by entities of tribal governance. That said, even if a 
solely pragmatic test is to be applied to contemporary Indian litera-
ture and criticism (assessing it, as Womack does, in terms of its abil-
ity to directly advance the cause of sovereignty throughout Indian 
country), I maintain that Vizenor’s voice remains an extremely valu-
able one.

the dialectics of natural reason: 
vizenor’s postindian reader

Finding a discrete entry point from which to begin discussing Vize-
nor’s work can be difficult, especially as a typical Vizenor text reg-
ularly directs its reader’s attention away from itself—to works by 
other writers, to other works by Vizenor, and so on.8 Fortunately for 
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my purposes here, one particular essay appearing in Manifest Man-
ners offers as concise an overview of the concept of, and experience 
of, “trickster hermeneutics” as one might hope for. For that reason, I 
want to indulge in a somewhat detailed, stylistic examination of that 
piece, “Postindian Warriors,” both in order to discuss the experience 
of reading it and also to highlight how it renders certain key theo-
retical concepts meaningful.9 Those concepts, in turn, underpin my 
subsequent analysis of the White Earth Constitution in the second 
half of this essay.

The opening lines of “Postindian Warriors” may be taken as rep-
resentative of the style of most of Vizenor’s critical nonfiction writ-
ten during the 1990s—his period of most direct, and sometimes 
parodic, engagement with academic discourses. Invoking the Lewis 
and Clark expedition of 1804–06, Vizenor observes that this journey 
“would become the most notable literature of tribal survivance” (1). 
Such a seemingly paradoxical statement arrests the reader immedi-
ately, focusing our attention on the importance of individual words 
as loci of meaning in Vizenor’s writing.10 Considering just two of 
those words can help begin to illustrate some of the key functional 
dimensions of his prose style.

Even though it is one of Vizenor’s now well-worn neologisms, 
“survivance” is a word that still defies straightforward definition.11 
Vizenor implies a legal etymology for the word in his preface to 
Manifest Manners: “survivance means the right of succession or 
reversion of an estate, and in that sense, the estate of native surviv-
ancy” (vii).12 However, current English-language legal dictionaries 
do not include it as a term, employing instead the word “survivor-
ship” to express a related concept of property inheritance.13 The 
present-day link between Vizenor’s use of “survivance” and tradi-
tional legal discourse would seem to be metonymic then. Under-
standing his word as a legal concept requires a lateral movement 
between texts and discourses, and, significantly, that kind of mobile 
thinking encourages a range of simultaneous, varied readings of the 
sentence just quoted. We might, on the one hand, take Vizenor to 
be saying that the Lewis and Clark expedition marks the origin of 
colonial experience for western tribes, necessitating survivance in 
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its wake. On the other hand we might read the sentence as a way 
of taking the historical event of the journey and allegorizing it. A 
few sentences later Vizenor locates the essence of the expedition in 
Lewis and Clark’s desire to “be seen” by Indian people (more on this 
shortly). That gesture encourages us to retroactively gloss “surviv-
ance” as “the act of being recognized.” Such a move, in turn, might 
lead us to understand survivance as a political act standing at the 
heart of sovereignty itself—the act of asserting autonomy and hav-
ing that autonomy acknowledged by others.14 And this, in turn, 
takes us back to the original sentence again, which we can reread 
now as a comment on the fact that the expedition initiated a strug-
gle of competing assertions of sovereign recognition.15

The word “notable” is capable of various interpretations here as 
well. In the case of this term we can see that neologism and intertex-
tuality are not Vizenor’s only strategies for suggesting the multiple 
significations of individual words; context and syntax render “nota-
ble” polyvalent. “Significant” is one possible gloss, of course, but our 
word’s appearance in a sentence discussing Lewis and Clark’s jour-
nal suggests that “notable” might also connote something related 
to record keeping, quotation, or the abstracting of information. 
Especially in light of Vizenor’s avowed interest in poststructural-
ism, “notable” begins to signify something like “iterable” (the state 
of being repeatable and capable of redevelopment and elaboration 
through recontextualization).16 Such a reading makes sense, espe-
cially in light of the preceding discussion of “survivance.” Colonial-
ist history and law has “reiterated” the story of the Lewis and Clark 
expedition many times, and so too have tribal literatures. “Notable,” 
in this sense, can clearly be linked back to the previous comments 
about this journey as a key moment in an ongoing struggle for 
political and legal recognition.

I could continue on in this vein, of course (for example, ask-
ing what would happen if we read the sentence ironically), but one 
should by now be able to see how, in less than twenty words, Vize-
nor is able to introduce his readers to an interpretive universe where 
the meaning of words and concepts is highly mobile. This is Vize-
nor’s primary debt to poststructuralist theory, and the difficulty of 
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his prose style derives from its perhaps grotesque exaggeration—for 
effect—of these hermeneutic possibilities. Understanding or inter-
preting a text like “Postindian Warriors” requires a reader to be will-
ing to follow the “traces” of Vizenor’s language throughout, and 
sometimes across, texts (his and others’).17 And it requires an aware-
ness that the precise meaning of a term or concept can vary depend-
ing upon its placement in a specific context.18 This fact, of course, 
renders the creation of a Vizenor “glossary” a complicated sort of 
endeavor. At the same time, though, it seems important to note that 
Vizenor’s interest in the mobility of meaning does not equate to a 
nihilistic rejection of the possibility of any meaning, a charge often 
leveled against deconstructive critics. Even as texts can multiply 
interpretive possibilities, community, in some sense, becomes the 
final arbiter of meaning for Vizenor. As I hope my examples reveal, 
Vizenor does not engage in an unending form of regressive linguis-
tic play; the meaning of words in his prose is multiple, but not inde-
terminate (as Womack seems to fear).19

The broad understanding of the relationship between reading 
(or, in an oral context, listening) and meaning making that I have 
sketched here stands at the heart of what Vizenor, throughout his 
work, calls “natural reason.” Natural reason, I would suggest, is 
essentially a form of dialectical thinking, the kind of thinking that 
Vizenor seems to believe characterizes traditional tribal conscious-
ness and the trickster discourse that re-expresses it today.20 For Vize-
nor, the natural reason of tribal consciousness involves a rejection 
of the premises of formal logic, especially the presumption that 
things or concepts must be either identical or different from one 
another, in absolute terms, but never both.21 Formal logic begins 
with an attempt to set and fix definitions of terms or concepts, while 
dialectical, natural reason seeks to emphasize how a single term may 
mean differently depending upon the set of “relations” in which it 
is placed. The kind of reader called for by Vizenor’s critical prose, 
then, is one who is comfortable setting aside a desire for a priori, 
prescriptive definitions and is instead willing to work at the pro-
duction of meaning throughout the reading experience.22 A text like 
“Postindian Warriors” interpellates a naturally reasoning, dialectical 
subject as its ideal reader.
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Returning to the text of Vizenor’s essay with these ideas in mind, 
we should note that the focus of “Postindian Warriors” is to engage 
its readers in dialectical thinking about three interrelated concepts—
“survivance,” “simulation,” and “postindian.” Getting a clear sense of 
how this process works requires us to recreate further the experience 
of reading the text. After the paradoxical opening sentence discussed 
above, Vizenor continues his exploration of survivance, doing so 
primarily through strategies of juxtaposition and implication.23 As 
mentioned before, the reader is told that Lewis and Clark reported 
in their journals that “they wanted to be seen by tribal people on 
their expedition,” a comment that seems to gesture toward a fixed 
definition of survivance as the act of being seen by others (1). And 
yet the ambiguity produced by Vizenor’s syntax and the mobility of 
meaning at the level of individual words draws the reader on in a 
search for greater conceptual clarity. Seen in what sense, we might 
wonder? Does the context of seeing affect the meaning or significa-
tion of the act?

The fact that the Lewis and Clark expedition was a colonialist 
voyage of legal discovery is not lost on Vizenor, and he clearly recog-
nizes that not all forms of “being seen” are equal in a colonial con-
text.24 In that light the essay’s immediate juxtaposition of an unex-
pected supplementary example, Luther Standing Bear’s journey east 
to attend the Carlisle boarding school in Pennsylvania during the 
Allotment Era, makes sense as a mechanism to advance and compli-
cate the interpretive process. Standing Bear’s willingness to expose 
himself to the colonizing gaze of the other was obviously also a form 
of being seen, but the reader will likely feel compelled to ask, how 
is this, too, survivance? Surely there is a difference between Stand-
ing Bear’s experience and that of Lewis and Clark encountering the 
Mandan? Vizenor’s way of urging his reader to work through the 
commonality and variation between the two experiences (he notes 
that both “created simulations that would honor their survivance 
in literature”) becomes a classic invitation to dialectical thought 
(1). We are urged to consider how “Standing Bear” and “Lewis and 
Clark” are simultaneously the same and different, how their expe-
riences signify survivance differently owing to their different con-
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texts. It would seem that each asserts sovereignty in some sense (e.g., 
each engages in a process of trying to “being seen” and “recognized” 
by others), but sovereignty cannot mean the same thing for both 
of them because of the different contexts in which those assertions 
take place. Puzzling this out fully, however, requires the introduc-
tion of the next relational term.

It is clear from numerous references throughout Vizenor’s work 
that “simulation” is a word he adopts from post-Marxist thinker 
Jean Baudrillard. As Baudrillard uses the term “simulation” refers to 
the hegemony of artificial “imitations” of the “real” in late capitalist 
or mass media society.25 Indeed, Baudrillard’s use of term can often 
veer into the melancholic or fatalistic—as he sees the real being, 
finally, displaced by artifice in a manner that is not necessarily lib-
erating. In reading Vizenor’s work, especially “Postindian Warriors,” 
however, it seem clear that he is not using the term “simulation” 
with precisely those connotations. Simulation, in Vizenor’s dialecti-
cal use of the term, does not necessitate the destruction of the real 
(of, for example, tribal consciousness), though it certainly could 
do so. Again, comparing Standing Bear and Lewis and Clark, Vize-
nor notes that their expeditions were more than “mere simulations 
of savagism and civilization” (2). How so? the reader asks, sensing 
again that simulation, like survivance, means differently depending 
upon its context. Here is one possible answer. Lewis and Clark were 
simulations in the sense that they represented and embodied civi-
lization (as a legal fiction) on a state-sanctioned voyage to discover 
and possess savage lands. (I am using those terms in their legal sense 
here.) But they were also men whose autobiographical experiences, 
as documented in their journals, somehow exceeded their legal roles 
and functions. Standing Bear was a somewhat different kind of sim-
ulation, one who represented a different kind of legal fiction (the 
assimilable Indian) for many Americans during the Allotment Era. 
And yet his autobiography hints (often through irony) at other lev-
els of experience and tribal consciousness.

Sorting out the valences of simulation in this way requires con-
siderable engagement on the part of the reader, of course. Vizenor’s 
textual reconstructing of a process of natural reason demands that we 
continually set aside our desire for static definitions, engaging instead 
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in the progressive play of ideas and examples. It is this seeming open-
endedness that understandably troubles some readers (like Womack). 
And I would concede, too, that continuing with the kind of drama-
tization of a hypothetical reader response that I have been offering 
here risks making Vizenor’s writing seem needlessly tedious or circu-
lar. (Parsing Vizenor’s critical prose is a bit like writing an extended 
explanation of why a joke is funny.) The essential point I wish to make 
will have been made, though, if my reader gets a sense of the kind of 
interpretive process Vizenor’s text elicits. It is also important to rec-
ognize that this interpretive process, trickster hermeneutics, is built 
on the premise that concepts mean through a provisional process of 
definition and redefinition, positioning and repositioning. Engaging 
in trickster hermeneutics involves being wary of rigidly authoritative 
statements and being open to the prospect of evolving significance 
in key terms and concepts. Each time one encounters a critical term, 
in Vizenor’s writing, one must consider the possibility that its mean-
ing has shifted somewhat because of the new context in which it has 
been placed.26 And this use of language is politically significant, for as 
I suggest at the end of this essay, trickster hermeneutics is opposed to 
the interpretive canons of the common-law tradition that underpins 
Anglo-American colonialist discourse.

At this point, and to conclude this portion of my argument, I 
would like to offer a more sweeping statement regarding the signifi-
cance of the third key relational term, “postindian,” in that essay. To 
do so I want to trace a series of discrete quotations from the essay 
that use the term, gradually teasing out its meanings. I follow each 
quote with a partial, provisional gloss of my own, in italics. This 
provides a final example of the ways Vizenor’s prose invites the 
reader into the world of dialectical thought:

Standing Bear seemed to envision the onset of the postindian 
warriors of simulation; that sensation of a new tribal presence 
in the ruins of representations of invented Indians. (3)

The postindian is a new kind of subject position that involves the 
creation of an image of the “Indian” that directly debunks colo-
nialist stereotypes.
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Postindian warriors encounter enemies with the same cour-
age in literature as their ancestors once evinced on horses, and 
they create their stories with a new sense of survivance. (4)

The postindian is a literary figure, a producer of texts. This type 
of literary production is a form of conflict, requiring courage and 
skill.

The postindian simulations are the core of survivance, the 
new stories of tribal courage. The simulations of manifest 
manners are the continuance of the surveillance and domina-
tion of the tribes in literature. Simulations are the absence of 
the tribal real; the postindian conversions are the new stories 
of survivance over dominance. (4)

Postindian discourse parodically represents the “Indian” as 
a way of contesting colonialist discourses and their images of 
tribal people. Those parodic representations have transformative 
power, both for the postindian subject and the colonizing subject.

The postindian outs the inventions with humor, new stories, 
and the simulations of survivance. (5)

Postindian writing or storytelling is comic and innovative, even 
when combating colonialist discourses. Postindian writing liber-
ates even the colonizer from a life of lies and self-deception.

The postindian arises from the earlier inventions of the tribes, 
only to contravene the absence of the real with theatrical per-
formances; the theater of tribal consciousness is the recreation 
of the real, not the absence of the real in the simulation of 
dominance. (5)

Postindian writing is performative in a pragmatic linguistic sense. 
It involves the use of language to create real effects in a communal 
context. The postindian, in this sense, can be thought of as cer-
emonial. This performative impulse is part of tribal life, predating 
colonialism. Postindian writing is a reinvention of this impulse.
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The postindian warriors are the new indicators of a narrative 
recreation, the simulations that overcome the manifest man-
ners of dominance. (6)

The presence of postindian texts is an index of reasserted 
sovereignty.

The Indian was an occidental invention that became a bank-
able simulation; the word has no referent in tribal languages 
or cultures. The postindian is the absence of the invention, 
and the end of representation in literature. (11)

Postindian writing marks a shift to nonmimetic expression in 
“Indian” texts. The postindian in this sense represents a reinven-
tion of mythic consciousness.

Postindian simulations arise from the silence of heard stories, 
or the imagination of oral literatures in translation, not the 
absence of the real in simulated realities; the critical distinc-
tion is that postindian warriors create a new tribal presence in 
stories. (12)

Despite its relationship to colonialist discourses, postindian writ-
ing is not merely negative. It has a positive content emerging 
from tribal traditions.

Trickster hermeneutics is the interpretation of simulation in 
the literature of survivance. (15)

A specific reading process is required to appreciate the performa-
tive nature of postindian writing.

The first thing to notice here in this series of dialectic statements 
defining the postindian warrior is Vizenor’s refusal to offer stable 
nominative claims pinning down what such a person is.27 To the 
extent that he does define, those definitions are fluid and context-
bound—relational, in the dialectic sense. Indeed, we should note 
that Vizenor seems primarily concerned with defining the postin-
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dian in terms of functions—what it does as opposed to what it is in 

some ontic sense.28 So what is it, then, that the postindian does? The 

postindian derives its existence and form, at least in part, from the 

ongoing control of literary and political discourses by the coloniz-

ers. In that sense, to the extent that we can designate it as a thing, 

the postindian is really a historically contingent rhetorical position 

or storytelling pose defined by its primary function—resistance. 

There is nothing in Vizenor’s writing to suggest his sense that some 

type of postindian identity represents the inevitable future for, or 

essence of, tribal people in the wake of colonialism. Postindian does 

not coincide with a tribal real, in other words (here we see its inter-

section with his use of the term “simulation”).29 Instead, it may be 

more useful to think of the term “postindian” as a way of describing 

resistant reading and writing practices. “Postindian,” in this sense, 

signifies either (1) a kind of performative mask that allows a writer 

or activist to engage in an evolving dialectical contest with the col-

onizing institutions and discourses that invent Indians in order to 

dominate them, or (2) an approach to reading that is attentive to 

this dialectical contest. This is part of what Vizenor seems to mean 

when he positions “postindian simulations” against the “simula-

tions of manifest manners.” For a writer to function as a postindian 

warrior, then, is to engage in simulation that negates the invented 

“Indian” of the colonizer, but to do so in a way that avoids being 

pinned down, in turn, as a simplistic and binary “Anti-Indian”; this 

point highlights why it is so difficult to define “postindian warrior” 

as a static thing. And if, as I am suggesting, the phrase refers to both 

a rhetorical posture and a set of hermeneutic practices that push 

back against whatever forces would prevent tribal people from being 

seen or recognized in their own terms, we can see how all three key 

terms I have been discussing—“postindian,” “simulation,” and “sur-

vivance”—interact with one another. The essence of survivance for 

Vizenor, then, is the act of nurturing “postindian” creation of coun-

ternarratives and the employment of reading practices that clear 

away colonial simulations to create a space for the recreation of the 

real, the sovereign right of indigenous people to determine how, 
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or how much, they are seen by others. The culmination of surviv-
ance, in this respect, might well be the composition of an innova-
tive constitutional text that makes particular demands of its readers, 
demands with the potential to facilitate this vision of sovereignty.

trickster hermeneutics and 
the white earth constitution

As James Mackay’s essay in this volume demonstrates, the text of 
the proposed Constitution of the White Earth Nation (CWEN) is a 
communal document that reflects the contributions of many voices. 
President Erma Vizenor of the White Earth Nation designated 
three persons—Jill May Doerfler (of the University of Minnesota, 
Duluth), Jo Anne E. Stately (vice president of development for the 
Indian Land Tenure Foundation), and Anita Fineday (chief tribal 
court judge of the White Earth Nation)—to serve as an advisory 
committee to the principal writer (Gerald Vizenor). The final text 
of the document also involved alterations and compromises based 
on the views of delegates to the three constitutional conventions 
(on October 19–20, 2007, January 4, 2008, and October 24–25, 2008). 
There is no inconsistency, however, in my noting the communal 
nature of the CWEN while also reading the text as an attempt to 
reimagine postindian literary practices into the realm of law. In the 
discussion that follows, I hope to reveal the CWEN as a legal docu-
ment of survivance, in the sense that Vizenor uses the term. At the 
same time, in stressing the “Vizenorian” rhetorical qualities of the 
text I gesture toward a richer appreciation of the “real-world” foun-
dations of Gerald Vizenor’s thought in Anishinaabeg cultural and 
political life.

Overtly, the CWEN engages with and reworks its key sources, 
particularly the Revised Constitution and Bylaws of the Minnesota 
Chippewa Tribe (hereafter referred to as the Minnesota Chippewa 
Constitution), an IRA-era document that it is intended to sup-
plant.30 We also see clear evidence of postindian rhetorical strate-
gies in the CWEN’s approach to defining White Earth Anishinaa-
beg subjectivity. Not surprisingly, though, considering what we have 
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already seen regarding the qualities of Vizenor’s prose, the CWEN 
also performs its trickster hermeneutics in more subtle, implicit 
ways, interpellating the same kind of dialectic, naturally reasoning 
reader we noted in the preceding discussion of “Postindian War-
riors.”31 Taken together, all of these textual features reveal the CWEN 
to be an intriguing legal experiment that asserts Anishinaabeg sov-
ereignty in, at times, strikingly aggressive and innovative ways, while 
also maintaining a degree of engagement with the dominant legal 
discourses of the Anglo-American tradition. That the results of this 
experiment cannot be known for some time (assuming the text is 
ratified) should not diminish our appreciation of the postindian 
praxis it represents.

The Preamble of the CWEN immediately foregrounds many of 
the key features of Vizenor’s postindian rhetoric. Preambles to tribal 
constitutions, especially in the past few decades, are commonly 
the places where some type of definition of the nation or polity 
is offered.32 The Preamble, then, is also typically the most explicit 
statement of Native identity one will find in the entire text (as well 
as the place where some suggestion regarding the spirit in which the 
text is to be read might be offered). It is interesting, in this regard, 
to note the language of the CWEN Preamble and to contrast it with 
the opening of the earlier Chippewa Constitution:

Revised Constitution and 
Bylaws of the Minnesota 
Chippewa Tribe, Minnesota
Preamble

We, the, Minnesota Chippewa 
Tribe, consisting of the Chip-
pewa Indians of the White 
Earth, Leech Lake, Fond du 
Lac, Bois Forte (Nett Lake), and 
Grand Portage Reservations and 
the Nonremoval Mille Lac Band 
of Chippewa Indians, in order 
to form a representative Chip-

The Constitution of the 
White Earth Nation
Preamble

The Anishinaabeg of the White 
Earth Nation are the successors 
of a great tradition of continen-
tal liberty, a native constitution 
of families, totemic associations. 
The Anishinaabeg create stories 
of natural reason, of courage, 
loyalty, humor, spiritual inspi-
ration, survivance, reciprocal 
altruism, and native cultural 
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pewa tribal organization, main-
tain and establish justice for 
our Tribe, and to conserve and 
develop our tribal resources and 
common property; to promote 
the general welfare of ourselves 
and our descendants, do estab-
lish and adopt this constitution 
for the Chippewa Indians, of 
Minnesota in accordance with 
such privilege granted the Indi-
ans by the United States under 
existing law.

sovereignty.
We the Anishinaabeg of the 

White Earth Nation in order to 
secure an inherent and essen-
tial sovereignty, to promote 
traditions of liberty, justice, 
and peace, and reserve com-
mon resources, and to ensure 
the inalienable rights of native 
governance for our posterity, do 
constitute, ordain, and establish 
this Constitution of the White 
Earth Nation.

First of all, we might notice that the Minnesota Chippewa Con-
stitution created a federal system linking together various bands 
of Anishinaabeg people in a manner that is both paternalistic and 
assimilationist, reflecting much of the ambivalence inherent in the 
IRA constitution-drafting process.33 The emphasis on the “develop-
ment” of tribal resources and “property,” which is picked up even 
more strongly in Article I (“the purpose and function of this organi-
zation shall be to conserve and develop tribal resources and to pro-
mote the conservation and development of individual Indian trust 
property . . .” [emphasis added]), underscores the nature of this 1934 
document; the Chippewa Constitution is essentially a business plan 
for the confederated bands. Likewise, the clear acceptance of US ple-
nary power in the final sentence of the preamble is a far cry from 
the kind of assertion of sovereign “national” identity we have come 
to expect from constitutions written since the mid-1970s. Rather, it 
is more of a reflection of early twentieth-century attitudes regard-
ing the limitations on tribal sovereignty within the framework of 
US Indian law at that time.34 The Minnesota Chippewa Constitu-
tion is an “Indian” constitution, in the sense Vizenor would use the 
term. Even insofar as it represents a progressive move away from the 
extreme assimilationism of the Allotment Era, the document still 
reifies a simulated identity for tribal people that relegates them to a 
subordinate position in a colonialist hierarchy.
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With this image of the immediate constitutional precedent 
before us, it becomes easy to see that one of the functions of the 
Preamble of the CWEN is to ironically reimagine the earlier written 
document.35 When we consider both what the CWEN Preamble says 
(its content) and how it says those things (its performative or func-
tional dimensions), we see how the new document offers a strik-
ingly different approach to “defining” Anishinaabeg identity and 
legal subjectivity. The Preamble approaches the topic of “national” 
identity in a classic Vizenorian manner—employing neologisms, 
complicated syntax that troubles our sense of denotative meaning, 
functional as opposed to nominative statements of definition, and 
invocations of other texts whose presence supplements the meaning 
of what is on the page before us. Designating the Anishinaabeg as 
“successors of a great tradition of continental liberty,” for example, 
is both a radical departure from the Minnesota Chippewa Consti-
tution’s focus on blood quantum (an addition to that earlier text, 
made under pressure from the US Department of the Interior in 
1964) and a complex provocation to the reader in its own terms.36 
What is the “great tradition of continental liberty” referenced in 
this foundational document? Is this to be taken simply as an invo-
cation of a pan-Indian “democratic sensibility,” predating colonial 
contact?37 We might note, in this context, that in the Wednesday, 
September 2, 2009, edition of Anishinaabeg Today, a series of “defi-
nitions of selected words” from the CWEN (which is also printed 
in that issue) was published. This list of definitions includes “conti-
nental liberty,” but the definition offered functions more to expand 
the meaning of the word than to limit it: “Continental liberty refers 
to the Continent of North American [sic], and native liberty refers 
to the natural freedoms and rights of natives before contact with 
Europeans. Natives had established extensive and active trade routes 
throughout the continent and hemisphere. Trade routes, and other 
associations of native communities required a sophisticated sense 
of rights, travel, trade, and native liberty” (19). Is this an embrace of 
at least one important strand of American (i.e., US) constitutional-
ism? Vizenor cites the US Constitution as another one of his model 
texts, we should remember, and the second paragraph of the Pre-
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amble certainly echoes its US counterpart.38 Perhaps it is an attempt 
to position the CWEN as a text in the tradition of Native survivance, 
looking back to the writing of turn-of-the-century figures such as 
Charles Eastman, Zitkala-Sa, or the clearly admired Standing Bear? 
Or perhaps, better than all these alternatives, we could see the text as 
doing all of these things—making a complex point that Anishinaa-
beg subjectivity and nationhood, in the present moment, combine 
multiple stands of historical and conceptual experience, that (in 
legal terms, at least) Anishinaabeg is best defined dialectically (e.g., 
relationally or situationally).

Other phrases in the opening paragraph of the Preamble rein-
force this impression. “Totemic associations,” we can readily infer, 
signify clan structure as a basis for social and cultural organization.39 
At the same time, though, to reduce “totemic” to a single meaning 
would surely be a mistake. Vizenor’s use of the term in a discus-
sion of Anishinaabeg pictomyths and picture writing, for example, 
associates totemic with symbolic “transformations by vision and 
memory” spanning historical time.40 And is “native constitution 
of families” simply a reiteration of totemic, or is it something else? 
Syntactically the answer is ambiguous, but clearly the choice of the 
term “constitution” here is provocative and pregnant with multiply-
ing possibilities of meaning. If, for example, “constitution” denotes 
creation in a manner that connotes something about the way that 
webs of interrelationships in complex kinship structures function, 
does that very connotation have the potential to reshape, dialecti-
cally, the meaning of the White Earth Constitution? Is the Pream-
ble gesturing toward a subtle reformulation of our understanding 
of how to read a constitutional document—rendering such a doc-
ument a textualization of interrelational and totemic identity?41 I 
confess that I am unable to answer that question as a lone reader 
and a nontribal member, though I suspect this may be part of the 
point, and the performative nature, of the text. There should be no 
question, however, that the CWEN Preamble approaches the defini-
tion of Anishinaabeg nationhood and sovereignty in a radically dif-
ferent manner than the business committee model of the Minnesota 
Chippewa Constitution.
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Another intriguing aspect of the CWEN Preamble’s approach 
to national self-definition involves the text’s functional empha-
sis, its delineation of the Anishinaabeg primarily in terms of what 
the constitution calls on them to do—create stories. We should 
also note here, though, that the precise nature of that storytelling 
cannot be pinned down solely by reference to the CWEN itself—
another example of the political dimensions of Vizenor’s emphasis 
on intertextuality as an essential aspect of interpretive practice. A 
useful way to grasp this is to imagine a tribal court judge endeav-
oring to read the CWEN Preamble while preparing an opinion in 
a case bearing directly on Anishinaabeg sovereignty or constitu-
tional law. (This is the kind of “real world” situation about which 
one can imagine critics such as Womack worrying.) This hypo-
thetical judge would reasonably conclude from the text in front of 
her that the “story” of Anishinaabeg national identity involves the 
promotion of the right of representative self-governance and the 
preservation of public order. However, neither Black’s Law Diction-
ary nor the standard legal fictions and precedents of US Indian law 
would enable said judge to easily make sense of terms like “natural 
reason” or “survivance.” Indeed, even formulations such as “native 
cultural sovereignty” and “reciprocal altruism” become problematic 
terms for legal interpretation.42 In moments like these, then, not-
withstanding the fact that it opens a text that has a strong formal 
relationship with Anglo-American constitutionalism, the CWEN 
Preamble clearly directs a reader’s interpretive thinking outside of 
itself and away from the discourse of US Indian law. The text can-
not be read in good faith, I would argue, without moving beyond 
a colonized legal historical framework and examining alternative, 
indigenous sources of meaning. These would include, interestingly 
enough, Vizenor’s own literary and critical oeuvre (the most obvi-
ous place to look for definitions of neologisms like “survivance”), 
as well as the broader discourse of Native American studies, where 
“survivance” has been adopted as a term of art. Even if there is no 
guarantee that the CWEN will be read in good faith, the potential 
transformative power of this postindian Preamble is undeniable.

Before moving on to some of the other powerful and innova-
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tive aspects of the CWEN, I would also like to draw attention to a 
final way that the full text of the document, not just the Preamble, 
approaches the definition of Anishinaabeg subjectivity in a man-
ner broadly consistent with Vizenor’s postindianism. Throughout 
the text multiple signifiers are used to designate the community as a 
whole and its individual members. While some variation of this kind 
is inevitable, the CWEN’s use of such variation is unusually exten-
sive. The prior Minnesota Chippewa Constitution, even in seeking 
to create an economic federation of multiple Anishinaabeg commu-
nities, nevertheless used only two labels for its subjects—the “Min-
nesota Chippewa Tribe” and “Members of the Minnesota Chippewa 
Tribe”—a textbook example of the kind of colonial simulation that 
Vizenor has consistently challenged throughout his career. And even 
a much more assertive, contemporary constitution, that of the Saint 
Regis Mohawk, or Akwesasne, limits itself to one phrase, “the Saint 
Regis Mohawk Tribe” (or “members of . . .”), to designate its “sub-
jects.” In contrast to this precedent, the CWEN uses eight different 
phrases to signify White Earth Anishinaabeg subjectivity, with dif-
ferent terms seeming to connote different facets of Anishinaabeg 
legal experience.43 The CWEN references “The Anishinaabeg of the 
White Earth Nation,” highlighting the simultaneity of White Earth’s 
political autonomy and its larger “tribal” affiliation. Phrases like 
“The White Earth Nation” and “Citizens of the White Earth Nation” 
signify in a narrower way a primarily local, political definition of 
identity. Elsewhere, the expressions “the people,” “no person,” and 
“citizens” are used in those parts of the CWEN focused on civil 
rights, suggesting an interplay between a more liberal experience of 
individual rights and community authority. Add to this list expres-
sions such as “The Anishinaabeg and their descendants” (a phrase 
that picks up on the aforementioned retreat from blood quantum) 
and an interesting oscillation between cultural positions in designat-
ing the chief executive alternately as the “President” or the “White 
Earth Chief,” and we find a document that seems to be using textual 
variation to emphasize that the experience of legal subjectivity at 
White Earth is richly various and implicated in a range of contexts 
and discourses. The CWEN strains to avoid interpellating a single 
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type or model of “Chippewa” subject. Instead, it implies that to be a 
member of this political community is to function at times as a part 
of a culture that transcends lines of political governance, at other 
times as an individual enmeshed in the rights talk and liberal ideol-
ogy of the modern United States, and at still other times as a part 
of a community whose sovereign independence from that American 
modernity is paramount. Significantly, in this respect, the CWEN 
innovatively registers a particular vision of the real complexity of 
indigenous political life in our present historical moment.44

And yet the inventiveness of the CWEN extends even beyond its 
striking acknowledgment of political complexity. Especially signifi-
cant in light of the argument I am advancing here, the document 
incorporates a variety of strategies to shape the process of reading 
itself. First of all, the CWEN is organized through a provocative use 
of trope in order to immediately signal its difference from other con-
stitutional texts. The CWEN is divided into “chapters,” not “articles” 
(the term “Article” is reserved for subdivisions within the chapters), 
a move signaling that the Anishinaabeg law-ways being codified 
here also participate in a larger narrative or storytelling tradition.45 
Such a point is picked up in other ways throughout the text, as in, 
for instance, the explicit commitment to the practice of restorative 
justice in tribal courts (a central theme in contemporary indigenous 
jurisprudence) or, more idiosyncratically, in explicit guarantees of 
the “freedom of thought and conscience, academic, artistic irony, 
and literary expression.” Another indication of the text’s implication 
of its reader in a specific hermeneutic universe is its creation of both 
Community Councils and Councils of Elders to advise the Legisla-
tive Council and president. These political structures explicitly link 
this written document of constitutional governance with Anishinaa-
beg cultural practices and oral traditions. The Community Coun-
cils’ charge is to “promote, advance, and strengthen the philosophy 
of mino-bimaadiziwin [the good life],” and the Councils of Elders 
are expected to “provide ideas and thoughts on totemic associa-
tions, traditional knowledge, . . . native survivance, . . . etc.” And here 
we see, once again, the document’s most subtle and perhaps most 
important innovation—its persistent direction of its users’ interpre-
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tive thinking, even as it mandates behaving as a nation in a manner 
that far exceeds domestic dependence.46

In a document that so frequently and variously raises the issue 
of interpretation, it should probably come as no surprise, then, 
that the CWEN establishes a potent and multilayered Anishinaabeg 
judiciary. (This is in direct contrast with the typical IRA-era con-
stitutions, which emphasized centralized executive authority to a 
much greater degree.) This multilevel court system is assigned both 
“original and appellate” jurisdiction, as well as the power of “judicial 
review” over any legal matter of the nation. Such provisions, if put 
into full effect, place tribal interpretive bodies at the center of White 
Earth political life and governance. At the same time, in doing so 
the CWEN urges those engaged in its interpretation to look both 
inwardly and outwardly in the process of meaning making in this 
new, national narrative. The document explicitly notes, in Chapter 
4, Article 17, that its “inspiration” incorporates not just “inherent 
and tribal sovereignty” but also the “rights and provisions provided 
in the articles and amendments of the Indian Civil Rights Act of 
1968 and the U.S. Constitution.”47 And in this respect, the full text 
of the CWEN complements the complex, situational definition of 
Anishinaabeg identity discussed earlier.

In the end, then, we can see that the CWEN has been invented 
(rhetorically) in a way that would seem to guarantee that it will need 
to be interpreted using sources outside of itself. We can also infer, 
based on the performative dimensions of the text that I have been 
discussing, that its interpreters are expected to approach the text in 
the same spirit of trickster hermeneutics that underlies Vizenor’s lit-
erary work. The ideal reader interpellated by the CWEN will be a 
natural reasoner aware of the multiplicity and relations of Anishi-
naabeg political subjectivity within a web of relationships and legal 
discourses. He or she will also be able to function as a postindian 
warrior who strategically advances the causes of liberty and sov-
ereignty. This is a high burden to place on readers of this consti-
tutional text, a point that is reinforced in the document’s explicit 
standards for Anishinaabeg judges.48 Those key interpreters must be 
graduates of a law school accredited by the American Bar Associa-
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tion, be admitted to the bar to practice law in Native communities 
and in state and federal courts, be experienced lawyers, magistrates, 
or judges, and have knowledge of Anishinaabeg cultural tradition 
and general history. (Interestingly the text does not explicitly man-
date that those judges be fluent in Anishinaabeg.) But if the bar is 
high for these most crucial professional readers of the newly codified 
fundamental law of the Anishinaabeg, this may reflect the equally 
high degree of faith and hope in the power of readers and reading to 
effect practical change we see in Vizenor’s literary work. Indeed the 
central theme and performative function of all of his writing—both 
legal and literary—is the demonstration of the fact that the most 
profound transformations of consciousness occur in the process of 
encountering and making meaning from texts. The CWEN, it seems 
to me, also wants us to take seriously the notion that texts (whether 
the US Constitution, the UN Declaration of Human Rights, or a 
tribal governance document) cannot deliver on their promises of 
liberty without active readers and a vigorous democratic process.49

vizenor’s “constitutional criticism”

If at this stage readers will concede the point that the CWEN can 
be productively read in the context of Vizenor’s career-long “postin-
dian” project, and vice versa, I am left with the need to offer some 
final response to Craig Womack’s pragmatic and nationalist cri-
tique of Vizenor. Womack’s fundamental charge against Vizenor is 
irrelevance; his great (and understandable) worry is that trickster 
discourse offers no protection, in the end, against those “redneck 
politicians” and all they represent.50 Admittedly, it is difficult to pre-
dict with certainty the effects that the CWEN, if adopted, will have 
on Anishinaabeg sovereignty, broadly defined, so I can offer any 
defense only in a spirit of humility. I would certainly acknowledge 
that substantive arguments about the strengths and flaws of the text 
have been made by members of the tribal community (even the 
drafting convention only adopted the text on a 16–8 vote). I would 
also acknowledge that some tribal lawmakers might legitimately 
worry about the potential uncertainty created by introducing mino-
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bimaadiziwin as a “standard” that judges might use to strike down 
tribal statutes.51 And, finally, there is no guarantee that the text will 
be read and interpreted in good faith, as I have used that concept 
in this essay, either by readers within the White Earth Community 
or by outside (non-Indian) authorities who might have occasion to 
make meaning from the document.

Nevertheless, I would conclude with one brief assertion regard-
ing what this constitutional text reveals about the potential of 
postindian thinking and writing to make a meaningful, practical 
contribution to decolonization in the present moment. This con-
tribution involves its sophisticated challenge to the common-law 
thinking that has frequently not served indigenous people in the 
United States well. Since the founding of the United States Indian 
peoples endeavoring either to resist colonialism or to achieve true 
decolonization have been forced to reckon with the common-law 
roots of America’s legal and political systems—systems that com-
bine in the potent discourse of Indian law. The tremendous power 
of American judges to either make or overturn law through the 
power of judicial review, combined with the canons of interpreta-
tion that guide that process (most notably stare decisis, or prece-
dent), has often made it particularly difficult for tribal peoples liv-
ing within the United States to effectively and consistently assert 
their sovereignty.52 I do not revisit the voluminous literature in the 
field of Native American studies that explores the legal history of 
settler colonialism in the United States and the constantly shifting 
relationship between tribal peoples, the tribal court system, and 
US courts. I simply note that the “external” struggle for tribal sov-
ereignty (the direct contest between tribal communities and fed-
eral or state courts and governments) has been frequently waged in 
the shadow of the rigid precedents of canonical legal fictions (e.g., 
“domestic dependent nations”) or against interpretations of Indian 
law based upon disadvantageous, new readings of precedent.53 I also 
note that “internally” (within tribal communities) the struggle over 
sovereignty has often involved an ambiguous legacy of both stra-
tegic and unreflective borrowing from Anglo-American legal con-
structs on the part of tribal courts and governments.54 This partly 
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explains why some writers, like Taiaiake Alfred, argue for a total dis-
engagement from Western forms and legal discourse as a condition 
for true “sovereignty.”55

It is here, however, that the postindian discourse of the CWEN 
reveals some of its potential to be of service in the process of decolo-
nization. The canons of judicial interpretation that buttress com-
mon-law thinking (which is central to US Indian law and regularly 
infuses tribal law) are grounded in the practices of formal logic.56 
Rigidly fixed precedents are not dialectical concepts, and slavish 
obedience to stare decisis is not natural reasoning. To the extent that 
the CWEN—in its interpellation of a different form of ideal reader, 
in its relational exploration of key terms, in its explicit address of 
alternative interpretive practices—represents a kind of text that 
resists inflexible common-law interpretive reasoning, it can also 
represent a substantive contribution to the struggle for sovereignty 
in both the external and internal senses. The text urges its read-
ers (judges, legislators, and citizens, both inside and outside of the 
White Earth) to read, think, and reason in new ways—to decolo-
nize themselves, in this respect. Thus, even granting the legitimate 
point that there is no guarantee that the CWEN will work as a legal 
performative (that those who engage with it will allow themselves 
to be interpellated as postindian readers in the way the text seems 
to intend), the constitution’s functional opposition to the herme-
neutics of the common-law tradition surely represents a form of 
political praxis. And pragmatically minded critics should also notice 
that the CWEN does not totally reject Western forms and discourses 
in its embodiment of postindian practice. As we have seen, it seeks 
instead to integrate aspects of Western law (certain forms of rights 
consciousness, for example) into the realm of mino-bimaadiziwin, 
to redefine Anishinaabeg legal and political identity, dialectically, in 
a way that speaks to the realities and contingencies of the present 
moment.

What Womack (who is making his own important contribution 
to the current political situation, albeit through a very different kind 
of praxis) seems to have missed, then, is the complex convergence of 
aesthetics and politics in Vizenor’s work. The legal implications of 
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trickster hermeneutics have been gradually unfolding in what might 
fairly be called Vizenor’s “constitutional criticism” for decades, even 
if the praxis of Vizenorian aesthetics has only become blatantly clear 
in the present moment. Whatever its ultimate fate, then, in high-
lighting an important performative conjunction between legal and 
literary language, the appearance of the CWEN marks an important 
step forward. It diversifies and complicates both the current con-
versation about sovereignty taking place within Indian Country and 
our understanding of the work and career of Gerald Vizenor. As for 
its efficacy against those “redneck politicians,” the fate of the CWEN 
will lie in the hands of its readers.

notes

1. Womack notes that term “trickster” is a product of ethnographic 

discourse, not Indian storytelling; in keeping with his “nationalist” criti-

cal principles, he then registers particular unease with the way Vizenor’s 

work has seemed to authorize critics to eagerly attach themselves to a non-

indigenous term as a critical tool. (Of course, Womack himself is willing 

to employ non-indigenous terminology—such as “sovereignty”—as part 

of his own project.) Another Native critic, Sean Teuton, has suggested that 

though the trickster is indeed a part of indigenous oral culture, Vizenor’s 

interpretation of the figure problematically evacuates it of its normative 

power. Teuton worries that Vizenor’s tricksters fail to invoke a “moral the-

ory” that would allow them to function as guides in determining the “right 

road for humans to walk” (115–16).

2. Womack’s general comments on literary sovereignty appear in the 

introduction to Red on Red; see especially 14.

3. A brief list of critics appreciative of Vizenor’s work would include 

Kimberly Blaeser, Elaine Jahner, Karl Kroeber, Robert Lee, Deborah Mad-

sen, Louis Owens, LaVonne Rouff, Elvira Pulitano, and John Purdy. For a 

good general overview of “positive” Vizenor criticism, see Lee.

4. In making this point, I should note that I am not totally align-

ing myself with the pragmatist camp. (Defending Vizenor from criticism 

regarding the “utility” of his work is not the same as accepting the prem-

ise that “utility” should be the dominant consideration in critical judg-

ment of literary works.) Indeed, as a critic I find myself closer to Robert 

Warrior’s views on the limitations of making overtly “practical” scholar-
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ship the sole centerpiece of Native American studies. Warrior makes this 

point eloquently in his essay “Native Critics in the World: Edward Said and 

Nationalism.”

5. Womack acknowledges this achievement, offering most of his praise 

of Vizenor in this area.

6. For a discussion of legal themes in Vizenor’s work that complements 

my discussion here, see Rodríguez. Vizenor’s concern with legal issues has 

more recently manifested itself in his interest in genocide. We might note, 

in light of the treatment of the relationship between the creative and per-

formative power of words and law in this essay, the following comment 

by Vizenor in his essay “Genocide Tribunals”: “Raphael Lemkin created 

the word genocide, a specific name that connotes the singular slaugh-

ter of human beings and the destruction of cultures. Seventeen years later 

the genocide convention [the United Nations document] was ratified, but 

the new international law has not saved many lives in the past fifty years” 

(Native Liberty 135).

7. I might note here that my own reading of Vizenor draws conceptu-

ally from both poststructuralism and Marxism (“interpellation,” “dialec-

tics,” and “praxis” have a predominantly Marxist genealogy, while terms 

such as “trace” are Derridean in origin). As I hope my discussion demon-

strates, Vizenor can be productively situated at the nexus of these different 

discourses. He is better viewed as a synthesizer, in other words, than a hap-

hazard thinker.

8. Many critics make this point about the intertextual nature of Vize-

nor’s work. Patricia Haseltine suggests that intertextuality is a means to 

bridge the gap between writing and the mythic. Elizabeth Blair, in her read-

ing of Bearheart, views Vizenor’s tendency to employ references to “send 

us away from the text or texts at hand to another Vizenor text” as a way of 

creating a “dialogic” narrative (in Bahktin’s sense) that implicitly challenges 

the “monologism” of social scientific theories about Indian people (78). 

Benjamin Burgess reads this phenomenon in the context of a Midewewin 

process of “elaboration.”

9. Some of my readers might note connections between my argument 

and Warrior’s discussion of reading as a transformative experience in The 

People and the Word. “Reading,” Warrior notes, “moves beyond mining 

information from a text or merely extrapolating pertinent facts from the 

biography of an author. It is, in contrast, a process that highlights the pro-

duction of meaning through the critical interaction that occurs between a 

text as a writer has written it and a text as readers read it” (xiv). My empha-
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sis here, however, falls a bit more on the text side in the text/reader relation-

ship than Warrior’s.

10. In a published conversation with John Purdy and Blake Hausman, 

Vizenor confirms that often his inventive process involves working one 

word at a time and stressing the extensive signifying possibilities of those 

words. “I don’t take words as representations,” he observes, “but they do 

have history. And they deserve a greater meaning, many words” (Purdy and 

Hausman 222–23). The implications of this way of thinking about words 

is also readily apparent in Vizenor’s poetry—especially his work in haiku. 

Blaeser has illuminated the way that haiku has informed Vizenor’s prose 

writing as well, showing that a typical Vizenorian sentence often includes 

hidden haiku lines. See Blaeser, 133–35, on Vizenor’s “haibun” (prose written 

in the spirit of haiku).

11. Later in his conversation with Purdy and Hausman, while conceding 

that he often does invent new words, Vizenor suggests that the term “sur-

vivance” is not, strictly speaking, a neologism, but rather a word borrowed 

from French that Vizenor gives “a different meaning” (Purdy and Hausman 

223). A lover of verbal jousting and the innate comic potential of language 

such as Vizenor probably would not object if I point out that “neologism” 

can refer simply to the innovative usage of an existing word, as well as to 

a “meaningless word coined by a psychotic.” Indeed, Vizenor continues to 

indulge in play with the term, defining “survivance” at various points in 

his recent collection, Native Liberty, by referencing the Robert and Collins 

French/English Dictionary and the New Oxford Shorter English Dictionary, 

while still noting that dictionary definitions “do not provide the natural 

reason or sense of the word in literature” (98).

12. Interestingly, and perhaps influenced by his recent constitutional 

work, Vizenor uses a “legal” base definition of “survivance” more systemati-

cally than is typical of him in Native Liberty. Even there, though, he contin-

ues to stress that definition varies based on language, usage, and context. 

The essay “Aesthetics of Survivance” in that collection employs the “legal” 

usage, while the essay “Survivance Narratives” offers a different gloss—“the 

sensibilities of diplomatic, strategic resistance, and the aesthetics of literary 

irony” (58).

13. The OED suggests that Vizenor’s legal usage of “survivance” passed 

out of currency by the 1800s.

14. Such an interpretation echoes Jace Weaver’s gloss of “survivance” as 

“survival + endurance,” which suggests further continuities between surviv-

ance and his own critical concept of “communitism.” See Weaver, 89.
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15. On the relationship between the Lewis and Clark expedition, US law, 

and colonialism, see Miller.

16. Vizenor regularly employs an “iterative” strategy in his own prose, 

reproducing identical passages in a sequence of essays or narratives in such 

a way that this repetition subtly alters the meaning of the original. See the 

essays “Aesthetics of Survivance” and “Genocide Tribunals” in Native Lib-

erty for an example of this.

17. This notion of the “trace” is essentially that which Jacques Derrida 

develops in Of Grammatology and, later, in his landmark essay “Différence” 

in Margins of Philosophy.

18. See note 16 above.

19. Vizenor’s take on deconstruction, in this respect, is somewhat analo-

gous to legal scholar Drucilla Cornell’s assessment of what she calls “the 

philosophy of the limit” as a fundamentally ethical practice, rather than a 

form or radical skepticism. It is a mistake to lump Vizenor in with the Yale 

deconstructionist camp, which seemed interested in nothing beyond an 

infinite regress of meaning and signification. (In legal circles, this tendency 

is represented by some members of the “Conference of Critical Legal Stud-

ies,” or the CRITS.)

20. While I realize that some readers may object to my use of the term 

“dialectic” here (as it does carry strong Marxist connotations), it neverthe-

less seems to me that the philosophical concept is a useful one for under-

standing Vizenor’s project. For a useful introduction to dialectical thinking 

and its Hegelian roots, see Ollman’s Dance of the Dialectic. As Ollman notes, 

dialectics is an attempt to develop a method to study complex organisms 

or systems whose parts interrelate and change over time. The subject of 

“dialectics” is not “things” (conceived of as independent entities defined at 

the beginning of an analysis), but “relations” (a term that denotes the idea 

that the various terms of any analysis make each other meaningful in evolv-

ing ways). It is my contention that Vizenor’s use of terms such as “Indian,” 

“postindian,” or even “survivance” represent his own version of dialectical 

reasoning, which he sees as an extension of indigenous or tribal philosophi-

cal traditions.

21. This critique mirrors Derrida’s challenge to what he refers to as the 

“logocentrism” of Western philosophical discourse.

22. Vizenor’s understanding of the role that “text” plays in producing 

an appropriately responsive reader comes across in his discussion of the 

process of reimagining oral, communal play in literature: “When you get 

to the written page, though, you don’t have community, you have an indi-
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vidual reader. So comic holotrope is the questions—it’s communal, and it’s 

‘all’ figuration, the entire figuration—you have to recreate it, which is the 

entire figuration of the community. You have to create a play of readers and 

listeners in the story itself. That’s the comic holotrope” (Purdy and Haus-

man 217). The dialectical reader “created” in Vizenor’s prose, in this respect, 

approximates the listener in an oral, communal setting.

23. To situate this again in the terminology of poststructuralist criticism, 

we might say that Vizenor is highlighting what Derrida calls “iteration,” the 

way in which the repetition of signifiers, in different contexts, creates mean-

ing in an accretive manner.

24. James H. Cox’s discussion of Vizenor in Muting White Noise draws 

particular attention to Vizenor’s awareness of colonial history and its liter-

ary modes or genres. See Cox 101–44.

25. See Baudrillard’s famous essay “Simulacra and Simulations” in 

Selected Writings, 166–84.

26. This is precisely the point that Ollman makes in his introduction to 

Dance of the Dialectic in explaining the difficulties of reading Marx accu-

rately: “When I sought to construct my own definitions from the way Marx 

used his key concepts in his writing, I was shocked to discover that their 

apparent meanings varied with the context, often considerably” (4).

27. Notably Vizenor concludes the essay with a series of brief discus-

sions of writers and activists (some Indian, some not), culminating with 

the phrase “this portrait is not an Indian” (44). For a brief discussion of this 

element in the text, see Mackay 258.

28. At this point, one can easily discern affinities between the “postin-

dian” and the “trickster” figure. And one can also begin to see why Wom-

ack’s worry about Vizenor’s use of “trickster” misses the point of Vizenor’s 

own project.

29. See note 26 above.

30. The literature on the IRA (Indian Reorganization Act) and its rela-

tionship to tribal constitutions is voluminous. For a brief introduction, 

see David E. Wilkins’s introduction to his recently edited volume of Felix 

Cohen’s On the Drafting of Tribal Constitutions. For a good overview of con-

temporary views on constitution drafting, see Kalt.

31. I have examined the “performative” aspects of legal texts elsewhere. 

See Carlson, esp. 4 and 36–37.

32. See Kalt 82–83.

33. In his discussion of the potential contents of constitutional pream-

bles, Felix Cohen foregrounds the value of statements regarding economic 
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development, which he notes reflect the priorities of the commissioner of 

Indian affairs. Significantly, Cohen also avoids taking any position on the 

various “model” preambles he includes in his memorandum to tribes and 

BIA employees, even when those preambles aggressively repudiate earlier, 

“tribal” models of government. This tension within the IRA-sponsored 

constitution-drafting project reflects the ambiguities surrounding even the 

“progressive” agenda of the “Indian New Deal.”

34. On this point, see Wilkins’s introduction to Cohen, On the Drafting 

of Tribal Constitutions, esp. xvi–xviii. It is worth noting, however, that these 

early tribal constitutions have a truly complicated legacy. On the one hand, 

in the wake of the disaster that was the Allotment policy, tribal communities 

desperately needed some mechanisms for self-government at this time, even 

if those mechanisms were initially more “municipal” than “national.” It is 

possible, in this regard, to view Cohen’s work in this area as legitimately pro-

gressive. At the same time, it is easy to discern real tensions between colonial, 

economic interests and legitimate assertions of sovereignty in the creation of 

these constitutional documents. For a related discussion of these historical 

tensions, specifically focused on the Osage, see Warrior, People, 49–93.

35. I use the term “irony” in its broad, rhetorical sense here to designate 

the idea that the meaning of the new text emerges, in part, from awareness 

of a larger context, which includes its predecessor document.

36. See Doerfler on the absence of “racial” definitions of identity in tra-

ditional Anishinaabeg modes of self-understanding.

37. See Kalt, 82–83. Vizenor uses the term in a similar sense in Native 

Liberty, where he locates the Civil War as a historical marker that might be 

seen as having “forever abated an original native sense or presence, cultural 

sovereignty, and continental liberty” (57).

38. See Adkins.

39. Vizenor’s frequent comments on his own crane clan roots legitimize 

such a reading, as does the definition of the term in Anishinaabeg Today. 

He develops the importance of clan most clearly in Interior Landscapes, but 

one can see the emphasis throughout his recent Native Liberty. Vizenor’s 

invocation of his ancestors’ editing of the tribal newspaper, the Progress, on 

the White Earth Reservation in the 1880s, interwoven with his reflections 

on his own newspaper career, is further contextualized by his declaration 

(authorized by Anishinaabeg historian William Warren) that Native crane 

leaders traditionally acted as “interpreters” for the tribe (90). One suspects 

that Vizenor views his contribution to the present-day constitution-draft-

ing process as part of the same continuum.
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40. See Vizenor’s essay “Anishinaabe Pictomyths” in Native Liberty, 180.

41. Such a point is very much in line with Lisa Brooks’s examination of 

the indigeneity of constitutionalism in her contribution to this volume.

42. The latter term, “reciprocal altruism,” most commonly appears in the 

field of evolutionary biology, though Lisa Brooks’s essay in this issue also 

offers insight into the significance of reciprocity as an indigenous feature 

of the text.

43. This is a classic example of dialectics as an expository method. See 

Ollman 127–34.

44. It is worth noting, in passing, that the CWENs innovative move to 

guarantee representation for “urban” and other off-reservation White Earth 

Anishinaabeg (in Chapter 6, Article 7) represents another way that the text 

speaks to the complexities of contemporary Indian life. Indeed, in this 

respect the text of the constitution resonates with much of Vizenor’s ear-

lier, journalistic writing, which registers such complexity in powerful ways. 

Much of the material in Wordarrows, as well as Vizenor’s writing on the 

Thomas White Hawk case, strikes me as exemplary in this light.

45. Kirby Brown’s essay in this volume demonstrates that this interaction 

between legal and literary texts is by no means unique to the Anishinaabeg.

46. There are other striking assertions of sovereignty contained in the 

text as well, though an exploration of these goes beyond the boundaries of 

the present argument. To take just one example, the president is authorized 

to “establish embassies of the White Earth Nation to serve the national and 

international concerns of native survivance and moral equity.”

47. It is worth noting, in passing, that the civil rights framework that 

dominates Chapter 3 enumerates a number of limitations on Anishinaabeg 

governmental power vis-à-vis its citizens, both collectively and individu-

ally. Such a move to foreground limitations on tribal governmental power 

is somewhat unusual in a contemporary tribal constitution. The Saint Regis 

Mohawk Constitution, which focuses more on assertions of positive rights 

and power—what people and government can do—is perhaps a more typi-

cal expression of tribal sovereignty. The emphasis on “negative liberty” and 

the limitation of even tribal governmental powers is, however, very much in 

line with Vizenor’s career-long struggle against discursive power.

48. Vizenor has treated this theme of liberality and interpretive flexibility 

in pursuit of justice regularly in his literary work, where we find numer-

ous depictions of courtroom scenes in a variety of contexts. Some represen-

tative fictional examples would include Landfill Meditation (in the stories 

“Feral Lasers” and “The Psychotaxidermist”) and The Trickster of Liberty (in 
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the “Ginseng Browne” chapter). In his nonfiction Vizenor has frequently 

“iterated” the true story of an Anishinaabeg man testifying in a case about 

the regulation of the rice harvest on the Rice Lake National Wildlife Refuge 

in Minnesota. In that story Charles Aubid persuades US district court judge 

Miles Lord to admit the testimony of a dead man through the oral tradition. 

Aubid successfully contests the judge’s initial refusal to admit the story/

memory of John Squirrel by comparatively challenging the judge’s reliance 

on the dead letters of the legal books sitting on his bench. Vizenor explains 

the judge’s reversal in this way: “Judge Lord was deferential, amused by the 

analogy of native stories to court testimony, judicial decisions, precedent, 

and hearsay. ‘You’ve got me there,’ he said, and then considered the testi-

mony of the other anishinaabe witnesses” (Native Liberty 87). Judge Lord, 

according to Vizenor’s account, reveals a willingness to engage in dialectical 

thinking about key legal concepts in this anecdote, and that allows him to 

reimagine common-law precedents regarding evidentiary rules.

49. In Native Liberty Vizenor echoes the long-standing perception 

that the risk of democracy is that majoritarianism does not guarantee the 

respect of individual or “minority” rights. Nevertheless, the fact that the 

democratic process requires public debate, public justification of policies, 

and, indeed, public interpretation of law should not be overlooked.

50. This critique is echoed, in different ways, by legal theorists who ques-

tion the ability of poststructuralist legal theory to deliver on its emancipa-

tory promises after having dispensed with the philosophical foundations of 

the liberal political tradition. For a very even-handed assessment of a range 

of poststructuralist theory and its legal implications, see Litowitz.

51. This tension is playing out on the Diné Reservation at the present 

time, where the Navajo Nation Council passed a bill in January 2010 lim-

iting the application of Diné Fundamental Law to peacemaker court pro-

ceedings. That bill is currently being challenged in the Diné court system 

and in the political arena (see Zah).

52. For a good overview of some of the key “constitutional” terms fre-

quently in play in Indian policy and of the shifting terms of Indian policy, 

see both Deloria and Wilkins; see also Carlson 15–38.

53. A particularly striking and damaging recent example of the lat-

ter is the US Supreme Court’s reintroduction of the concept of “laches” [a 

defense against a legal claim drawn from equity jurisprudence that essen-

tially asserts that too much time has passed during which the claimant has 

“slept on his rights”] to decide against the Oneida in the 2005 tax case of 

City of Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation. As Kathryn E. Fort of the Indig-
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enous Law and Policy Center at Michigan State University has argued, the 

disadvantageous application of precedent in City of Sherrill has opened up a 

new move to quash tribal land claims throughout the United States.

54. On this issue of the “borrowing” from state, local, and federal law by 

tribal courts and legislative bodies, see Fletcher.

55. See Alfred 33–35.

56. See Golding 97–111.
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